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Got a Question?

Ask a Scientist!

In This Issue:
• Crazy Crocodiles
• Ancient Crocodilians
• Meet and Greet: Reptiles of
Tampa Bay
• Conservation Corner
• Fun Facts
• Alligator Activity

Ancient Reptiles!

Purussaurus, who was found in
northern South America during
the Miocene epoch around eight
million years ago, was one of the
largest ancient crocodilians! It
was estimated to reach lengths
of up to 41 feet and was thought
to weigh around 18,519 pounds!
This crocodilian was capable of
producing a bite force of 69,000
N, which is around seven times
stronger than today’s American
alligator!
Aureliano, Tito et al. “Morphometry, bite-force,
and paleobiology of the late miocene caiman
Purussaurus brasiliensis.” PloS one vol. 10,2
e0117944. 17 Feb. 2015, doi:10.1371/journal.
pone.0117944, evergladesholidaypark.com;
prehistoric-wildlife.com
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Do we have crocodiles
in Tampa Bay?
No, we do not currently
find them in the Tampa Bay
estuary, but years ago they
lived in Weedon Island and
Boca Ciega Bay. Alligators
(Alligator mississippiensis) are mainly
found throughout Florida and parts
of other southern states in freshwater
lakes, rivers, swamps, canals, and
wetlands. Alligators—though they
prefer freshwater—can also be found in
brackish water: the mixture of saltwater
and freshwater.
The American crocodile (Crocodylus
acutus) can be found in the everglades
and in South Florida (including the
Florida Keys)!
Since alligators and crocodiles generally
do not live in the same region, a good
clue to their identities is their location.
There are also a few ways to tell alligators
and crocodiles apart by just looking at
them.
The easiest way to tell an alligator from
a crocodile is by looking at their noses.
Alligators have a wider, shorter, and
more rounded “U-shaped” snout, while
crocodiles tend to have longer and more
pointed “V-shaped” noses.
Crocodiles also have a “toothier” smile.
Their upper and lower jaws are the same
size, so their teeth mesh together and are
visible outside their mouths. Alligators
have a larger upper jaw than lower

From left: American alligator; American crocodile.

jaw; because of this, their bottom teeth are
completely hidden. Both species of crocodilians
have a limitless number of teeth.
Another way to differentiate between the
two animals is by looking at their skin. Both
crocodiles and alligators have small pits called
dermal (skin) pressure receptors which look like
small dots; these receptors allow them to locate
their prey by sensing small pressure changes in
water made by the movement of other animals.
The crocodile is completely covered with these
pressure sensors, while the alligator only has
them on the scales of their jaws.
Today, both alligator and crocodile populations
are increasing, which is a good thing! The
American crocodile is a vulnerable species,
meaning it is likely to become endangered
unless conditions improve. The American
alligator was once listed as an endangered
species (an animal predicted to go extinct)
after once being over-hunted, but has
successfully repopulated and has been
removed from the endangered species list.
Alligators are now managed by Florida Game
and Fresh Water Fish Commission, who helps
preserve the species and their habitat.
Sources: acutus.pdf, animals.howstuffworks.com, dos.
myflorida.com, fnai.org/FieldGuide/pdf/Crocodylus_ ,
iucncsg.org, myfwc.com; centralfloridazoo.org, Charles
Darwin University.

Meet & Greet: Reptiles of Tampa Bay

GREEN IGUANA

Iguana iguana

Green iguanas are large, green
lizards, though there can be
variations of brown or black
with patches of orange or pink.
Iguanas have a row of spikes
running the length of their backs
and tails, with a throat fan called
a “dewlap.” The green iguana is
an invasive species to Florida.
They are originally from Central
America, parts of South America,
and Caribbean islands. Here in
Florida, iguanas can cause lots
of damage to native plants and
infrastructure, including seawalls,
sidewalks, and landscaping.
Sources: myfwc.com, weather.com;
Abcactionnews.com (Creative Commons 2.0
Photo by: -Cy-)

EASTERN
KINGSNAKE

Lampropeltis getula getula

GREEN ANOLE

Anolis carolinensis

The green anole is the only native anole
in the United States, growing to about
The Eastern Kingsnake is a
eight inches in size. It is known for its
harmless non-venomous snake
amazing color-changing ability,
that rarely bites. Kingsnakes are
important to humans because they turning from bright green
to brown within a few
are resistant to venomous snakes
seconds—an ability
like copperheads, rattlesnakes,
that has given it
and cottonmouths; and in fact,
they eat them when they can! They the nickname
“chameleon.” It is
are shiny black snakes with white
the only anole
or yellow bands that continue
species native to
down their backs. This pattern
gives them the nickname of “chain Florida, though
there are other
kingsnake.” They are active mainly
species of anoles
during the day, and can be found
that are invasive to
in marshes, estuaries, pinelands,
Florida—organisms
and hardwood hammocks. Like
from another area
other kingsnakes in Florida, their
of the world that do not
population has declined over the
belong and can have negative
last few decades.
impacts on the environment.
Sources: : floridamuseum.ufl.edu, srelherp.uga.
edu; greennature.com

Sources: nps.gov, oceanservice.noaa.gov, srelherp.
uga.edu; baysoundings.com

Crocodiles and Climate Change
Climate change is a change in the Earth’s
usual weather pattern—temperature, rain,
or snow. Weather can change in just a few hours,
but climate usually takes hundreds or even millions
of years to change. The Earth’s climate is always
changing! There have been times in Earth’s history
that the climate has been both warmer and colder
than it is now.
Scientists report that the Earth’s climate is getting
warmer. Its temperature has increased about 1°
Fahrenheit over the last 100 years. Though a single
degree might seem small, this change in the Earth’s
temperature can have a huge effect!
Most scientists say that humans contribute to climate
change by burning fossil fuels, including coal, oil,
and natural gas, which causes massive amounts
of pollution when they are used for energy. Fossil
fuels were responsible for about 76% of the U.S.
greenhouse gas emissions in 2016. These gases affect
our atmosphere and contribute to changes in the
Earth’s climate.

Climate change
may also impact
our scaly friends,
since it can change
water temperatures
and levels, affecting
both alligators and
crocodiles. With a
warming planet, we
Baby American crocodiles
could see crocodiles
and alligators moving
north, meaning we could see crocodiles in the Tampa Bay
area in the years to come!
Even though their range might increase, the warming
temperature could negatively impact reptile populations.
Temperature affects the gender (male or female) of their
eggs; warmer eggs could produce more male alligators
or crocodiles. Rising water levels could also affect nesting
habitats. Crocodile nests that are too wet or too dry result in
egg deaths. Climate change is an issue that all of the animals
on our planet will have to face.

Sources: climate.gov, eesi.org, eia.gov, myfwc.com, nasa.gov, nps.gov, scientificamerican.com; orlandoweekly.com via AP/Wilfredo Lee

Fun Facts about Alligators and Crocodiles!
The Nile crocodile is said to be the largest reptile by mass in the
world.
The alligator is Florida’s official state reptile.
The word “alligator” comes from a Spanish phrase that
means “the lizard.”
Crocodiles are more closely related to birds than they are
to lizards and snakes!
Sources: animals.howstuffworks.com, myfwc.com, tnaqua.org

Did You Know..
The Nile crocodile has the strongest bite
force in nature! Over 5,000 psi (pounds
per square inch). Source: sciencefocus.com

Fun Activity:

Alligator Footprint Craft
Step right up to make a fun alligator
picture! Be sure to ask for an adult’s
help!

Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Construction paper
Green paint
Paintbrush
Black marker
Googly eye
A foot!

Instructions:
1. Paint the sole of your child’s foot
completely with the green paint.
2. Place your child’s foot diagonally
on a piece of paper. (This will
create a “V” shape which makes the
alligator’s head and mouth.)
3. Paint the other foot and place it
down next to the first to complete
the sideways “V.”
4. While the paint is still wet, place a
googly eye on the top inner side of
the footprint. You may also use glue.
5. Wait for the picture to dry.
6. Once dry, draw your alligator’s teeth with the black marker.

Source: craftymorning.com/alligator-dinosaur-footprint-crafts-kids/

Kids’ Pages is a quarterly newsletter supplement to the Bay
Watch Log.
Please get your kids involved and sign them up to be a
member today! Email membership@tampabaywatch.org or
visit tampabaywatch.org.
Cover masthead artwork drawn by Sarah Kelly, one of Tampa Bay’s talented youth artists.
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Instructions: Read through the appropriate Kids’ Pages edition and answer the
questions below. Once all the questions have been completed, refer to the Answer Key
to check your work.

Fall 2019 edition

Multiple Choice (choose one):

Fill in the Blank:

1. Purussaurus, an ancient crocodilian, was estimated to
have reached up to how many feet in length?

6. The American crocodile can be found in the
____________________ and in South Florida, including
the _______________________! (2 words).

a.
b.
c.
d.

11 feet
21 feet
31 feet
41 feet

2. When looking at alligator and crocodile noses,
alligators have __________ snouts while crocodiles
have _________ snouts.
a.
b.
c.
d.

U-shaped; V-shaped
V-shaped; U-shaped
Pointed; rounded
Longer; shorter

3. How many teeth do alligators and crocodiles have in
their lifetime?
a.
b.
c.
d.

18,000
20,000
23,000
Limitless

4. Which is the only native anole in the United States?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Cuban brown anole
Cuban green anole
Green anole
Bark anole

5. Which reptile has the strongest bite force in nature?
a.
b.
c.
d.

American crocodile
Nile crocodile
American alligator
Indian gharial

7. The American crocodile is a _________________
species, meaning it is likely to become endangered
unless conditions improve.
8. Organisms from another area of the world that can
have a negative impact on the environment are called
____________________.
9. Crocodiles are more closely related to _____________
than to lizards or snakes.

Short Response:
10. In 3-5 sentences, please discuss the threats crocodiles
face due to the Earth’s changing climate, then
postulate some ways these threats can be addressed.
Please refer to the information from the Conservation Corner section of Kids’ Pages.
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1. D. Purussaurus was also thought to weigh over 18,000 pounds!
2. A. Alligators’ snouts are very broad, while crocodiles have narrow, pointed snouts.
3. D. Teeth are another way to differentiate the two Florida crocodilians- crocs have a “toothier” smile.
4. C. All other anole species in the U.S. are invasive.
5. B. The Nile crocodile can deliver a bite with over 5,000 psi (pounds per sq. inch).
6. The American crocodile can be found in the Everglades and in South Florida, including the Florida
Keys! (2 words)
7. The American crocodile is a vulnerable species, meaning it is likely to become endangered unless
conditions improve.
8. Organisms from another area of the world that can have a negative impact on the environment are
called invasive.
9. Crocodiles are more closely related to birds than to lizards or snakes.
10. Answers will vary. Example answer: Crocodile nesting could be affected as the planet warms. Warmer nest
temperatures could skew the genders being incubated and could cause a lack of mating pairs. Additionally,
the rising sea levels could change the moisture levels of nesting areas, causing unsatisfactory nesting
sites. We could lessen our impact on climate change and related crocodile populations by reducing our
greenhouse gas emissions and searching for a suitable, cost-effective alternative to fossil fuels.

